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SUMMARY Experimental studies of the myocardial action potential following coronary artery occlusion have shown that the resulting regional ischemia is reflected by characteristic changes in the shapes of the action potentials in the ischemic region. The principal changes are decreases in the magnitude of the resting potential and in the action potential duration. Action potentials with prolonged durations have been observed in the infarcted regions of experimental animals after the development of inverted T waves in the surface electrocardiogram (ECG). We use such abnormal action potentials in our digital computer model to study the effects of acute myocardial ischemia and infarction on the surface ECG. The heart is represented in sufficient detail to allow variations in the location and size of the ischemic injury and in the distribution of the severity of injury within the injured region. The evolution of acute infarctions is simulated by progressively modifying the abnormal action potentials assigned to the injured region. Calculated standard 12 lead ECGs and torso isopotential surface maps for simulated acute ischemia and infarction are in good agreement with patient data reported in the literature. Typical simulations include anterior and inferior transmural ischemia and infarction and anterior subendocardial ischemia. The model is used to examine relationships between torso surface potentials during ventricular activation and recovery and the site and size of the ischemic injury.

THE electrocardiogram (ECG) has long been recognized as an important aid in the diagnosis and localization of myocardial ischemia and infarction. Characteristic changes in the QRS complexes, S-T segments, and T waves recorded from standard leads have been described for various stages of acute and chronic myocardial infarction.\(^1\) S-T segment and T wave changes during exercise testing are significant indicators of ischemia resulting from coronary insufficiency. In addition to these qualitative tests, body surface mapping techniques are currently being studied in an effort to provide more accurate information concerning the location and extent of myocardial injury.\(^2\)

In spite of their widespread clinical and experimental use in the study of ischemia and infarction, the relationships between the changes in the surface ECG and the evolution of the injury at the cellular level are not clearly understood. Experimental studies have shown that characteristic changes take place in the shapes of cellular transmembrane action potentials recorded near the center of the injured region following an acute occlusion of...
a coronary artery. In general, there are progressive decreases in the magnitudes of the resting potentials, in the action potential durations, and in the rates of depolarization, until no action potentials can be elicited. The exact mechanisms responsible for these action potential changes are not known, although hypoxia, acidosis, and increased extracellular potassium appear to be contributing factors. If the injured area is reperfused within minutes after the initial occlusion, the "injured" action potentials return to normal, the decreased action potential durations generally persisting longer after the reperfusion than the decreased resting potentials. If the occlusion is maintained for a period of hours, permanent cell damage occurs, leading to eventual cell death.

Few data are available concerning the action potential changes which occur in surviving cells in the injured region hours, days, or weeks after a coronary occlusion. Myocardial cells with prolonged action potential durations have been observed in infarcted regions following the development of inverted T waves in the surface ECG. The relationships between these prolonged action potentials and the shortened action potentials observed immediately following a coronary occlusion are not known.

Each of the action potential changes cited can be associated with particular types of changes in the surface ECG. For example, decreased resting potentials in the injured region result in baseline shifts in the potential waveforms recorded at the surface. Since electrocardiographic amplifiers are commonly AC coupled, the baseline is seen as the potential reference and the baseline shifts appear as reciprocal changes in the S-T segment, termed "secondary" S-T segment shift. Shortened action potential durations result in true or "primary" S-T segment shifts and T wave changes in the same direction as the S-T segment shifts. Such qualitative relationships can be used to predict the types of changes in the surface ECG that can be expected for given types of abnormal action potentials in the injured region. Myocardial injuries generally have complex and irregular geometries, however, and vary greatly in location, size, and in the distribution of the severity of injury within the injured region. It is impossible to predict accurately the nature of the changes in the surface ECG without taking all of these factors into account. In addition, volume conductor distance and boundary effects in the torso must be considered.

In the preceding paper, we reported a digital computer model for the simulation of torso surface potentials during both ventricular activation and recovery starting from assumed distributions of cellular action potentials within the myocardium. Various stages of ischemia and infarction can be simulated with this model by appropriately modifying the action potentials assigned to the injured region. The ventricles of the heart are represented in sufficient detail to allow variations in the location and size of the myocardial injury. Torso surface potentials resulting from complex combinations of tissue necrosis and abnormal action potentials within the injured region can be simulated. The purpose of our study was to examine whether "realistic" myocardial injuries based on abnormal action potentials reported in the literature could be used in the model to account for the types of abnormal electrocardiograms observed during different stages of ischemia and infarction.

**Methods**

Detailed descriptions of the model and the techniques used for calculating surface potentials are presented in the preceding paper on normal heart simulation. Ischemia and infarction were simulated by altering the shapes of the transmembrane action potentials assigned to the injured regions of the heart model. The transmembrane action potential at each point in the model was defined by four parameters: the resting potential, the maximum depolarization potential, the action potential duration, and the depolarization rise time. Abnormal action potentials were implemented by specifying changes in these four parameters from their normal values. The breakpoints used to define the line segments in the action potential model were then adjusted in proportion to the changes in these time and voltage parameters.

Increasing severity of ischemia was simulated by progressively decreasing the magnitude of the resting potential, the action potential duration, and the maximum depolarization potential, while increasing the depolarization rise time. In the most severe stage of ischemia, it was assumed that no action potential was elicited and the transmembrane potential was held at the constant value of −60 mV. Figure 1 shows four typical action potentials in various stages of ischemia. Prolonged action potentials in infarcted regions were simulated by increasing the action potential duration, while leaving the other parameters the same as in the normal heart simulation. Necrotic tissue in infarction was taken to be electrically inactive and was simulated by removing the corresponding points from the heart model.

The distribution of the severity of the injury within a particular injured region was modeled by dividing the injury into five segments running from the periphery (segment 1) to the central portion of the injury (segment 5) as shown in Figure 2A. Normal regions were assigned a segment number 0. In a given simulation, each of the
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**Figure 1.** "Ischemic" action potentials as used in the simulations. A normal action potential is shown in each segment as a reference.
Results

Figure 3 shows 15 cross-sections of the heart model with a simulated injury in the anterior wall of the left ventricle. The injury is shown divided into three segments to emphasize that the severity of the injury was graded from the periphery to the central portion of the injured region. The exact nature of the gradation, however, was more complex than is implied by the three segments (Fig. 2). Calculated standard 12-lead electrocardiograms sim-
ulating four stages in the evolution of a myocardial infarction in this anterior location are presented in Figure 4.

The first simulation (Fig. 4A) represents the early ischemic phase of the infarction with action potentials in the injured region similar to the two less severely injured forms shown in Figure 1. The dash at the beginning of each waveform indicates the true zero potential level. It can be seen that most of the early S-T segment elevation in the precordial leads was a reflection of the depression of the baseline caused by the altered transmembrane resting potentials. Tall T waves were present in the precordial leads as a result of the shortened action potential durations. Delayed activation in the injured region (with a maximum delay of 20 msec) resulted in changes in the QRS complexes, including delays in the peaks of the R waves in V2-V6 with subsequent decreases in magnitude or disappearance of the S waves.

The ECG shown in Figure 4B corresponds to a simulation in which it was assumed that the central portion of the injury contained action potentials similar in shape to the more severely injured forms shown in Figure 1, mixed with a small percentage of tissue necrosis. Locations near the edge of the injury tended to have action potentials with durations 40-80 msec longer than normal. Extreme S-T segment elevation and inverted T waves are evident in leads I, aVL, and V2-V6. The combination of activation delay (with a maximum delay of 30 msec) and action potentials with decreased magnitudes resulted in further changes in the QRS complexes with the development of Q waves in aVL and V3-V6.

The next step in the simulated evolution of an anterior infarction involved an injury composed of extensive tissue necrosis mixed with cells having prolonged action potential durations. The abnormal features in the calculated 12-lead ECG (Fig. 4C) included prominent Q waves in leads I, aVL, and V2-V6, with notching in V4. Wide, deeply inverted T waves were evident in the same leads. The S-T segments were nearly isoelectric in all leads.

In the final stage of the simulated infarction (Fig. 4D)
it was assumed that the action potential shapes of the surviving cells in the injured region had returned to normal. The same tissue necrosis was present as in the injury associated with Figure 4C. It can be seen that while the Q waves resulting from the necrosis persisted from the previous stage of the simulated injury, the previously inverted T waves returned to their normal polarity, although they were generally smaller in magnitude than in the normal heart simulation. This clearly associates the inverted T waves in the simulation with the prolonged action potentials assigned to the injured region. An infarction in the inferior left ventricle is presented in Figure 5 and the ECGs in Figure 6 show four stages in the simulated evolution of the infarct. The transmembrane action potentials assigned to the injured region were similar to those used in the respective stages of the anterior infarction, with the following exceptions. In the second stage of the infarction (Fig. 6B), no action potentials with prolonged durations were used, and as a result T wave inversions did not occur in the leads showing S-T segment elevations. In the third stage (Fig. 6C), a small number of sites with "ischemic" action potentials (Fig. 1) existed toward the center of the injured region, resulting in low magnitude S-T segment deviations. Similar changes in the QRS complexes, S-T segments, and T waves can be seen in the corresponding stages of the simulated anterior and inferior infarctions when differences in locations between the two regions are taken into account.

Subendocardial ischemia was simulated in an anterior location similar to that shown in Figure 3. Figure 7A shows the 12-lead ECG resulting from a simulation in which action potentials with decreased resting potentials (from 0 to 20 mV less than normal) were assigned to the subendocardial injury. Horizontal S-T depression is seen in leads I, aVL, and V2-V5, reflecting baseline elevation in the same leads. In the simulation shown in Figure 7B, it was assumed that the action potentials in the injured region had shortened durations (from 0 to 40 msec less than normal) with normal resting potentials. Decreased

**Figure 5** A simulated injury in the inferior wall of the left ventricle.

**Figure 6** Standard 12-lead ECGs resulting from the simulated evolution of an inferior transmural infarction. The horizontal and vertical calibration lines indicate 0.4 second and 1.0 mV, respectively.
FIGURE 7 Standard 12-lead ECGs resulting from simulated anterior subendocardial ischemia. The horizontal and vertical calibration lines indicate 0.4 second and 1.0 mV, respectively.

or inverted T waves are apparent in the leads with have S-T segment depression in Figure 7A. The shortened action potential durations in the subendocardial injury altered the normal transmural gradient of durations, resulting in inverted T waves.

In Figure 8, two anterior injuries are shown with the

FIGURE 8 Standard 12-lead ECGs resulting from simulated anterior transmural ischemias. The approximate boundaries of the injuries are shown on the five cross-sections of the heart model below each ECG. The horizontal and vertical calibration lines indicate 0.4 second and 1.0 mV, respectively.

calculated 12-lead ECGs resulting from simulated ischemia in the injured areas. The two injuries were designed so that they were located in the same portion of the wall of the left ventricle and occupied approximately the same volume of the myocardium. The types of “ischemic” action potentials assigned to the two injured regions were identical. The only differences between the two regions were in the shapes of the boundaries defining the injuries. A comparison of the two electrocardiograms shows that the minor differences in geometry were sufficient to cause a factor of two differences in the magnitudes of the calculated S-T segment and T wave changes.

It is important to note that the model is not limited to the simulation of standard 12-lead ECGs. Potentials can be calculated anywhere on the torso surface. Figure 9 shows three torso isopotential surface maps calculated 30 msec after the beginning of the activation sequence for the normal heart simulation, a simulated anterior infarction, and a simulated inferior infarction. Both simulated infarctions included extensive tissue necrosis in the injured regions. In Figure 9B, the potential maximum is displaced from its normal position and an abnormal minimum is present on the torso, near the infarcted region in the anterior left ventricle. The simulated inferior infarction (Fig. 9C) did not result in such a distinct abnormal feature, but the potential minimum was displaced from its normal position near the right shoulder to the lower right region of the torso.

The isopotential surface maps in Figure 10 represent the calculated distributions of torso surface potentials early in the S-T segment corresponding to simulated transmural ischemias in the anterior, lateral, and inferior walls of the left ventricle, and to a simulated anterior subendocardial ischemia. In each of the maps resulting from a transmural ischemia there is a potential maximum on the portion of the torso facing the injury, and an opposing potential minimum. The exact placement of these maxima and minima is dependent on both the locations of the injuries and the distance effects in the torso. Thus, the opposing maxima and minima are not necessarily on opposite sides of the torso. The potential distribution resulting from the anterior subendocardial ischemia is very similar to that resulting from the anterior transmural ischemia, with the positions of the maximum and minimum reversed.

Discussion

Few theoretical studies have been reported concerning the relationships between the changes in the surface ECG during ischemia and infarction and the underlying changes in the electrical activity of the myocardial cells in the injured region. In a simulation study, Thiry demonstrated that cellular transmembrane action potentials of reduced amplitude could be used to explain the polarity of the S-T segment deviations in standard 12-lead electrocardiograms resulting from anterior and inferior ischemia. The study was based on a simplified heart model located in an infinite homogeneous conductive medium, however, and was limited in scope. In our model, the ventricles of a human heart are represented in detail and...
are taken to be located in a torso with realistic surface boundaries. Complex distributions of action potential shapes can be simulated and the resulting electrocardiograms calculated at any point on the torso surface. The results presented indicate that "realistic" injuries based on information from experimental studies reported in the literature can be used in the model to simulate surface electrocardiograms for various stages and locations of ischemia and infarction. The model should thus be useful in the study of the electrocardiographic abnormalities resulting from such myocardial injuries.

The earliest electrocardiographic signs of acute transmural myocardial infarction (as seen by leads facing the injury) include S-T segment elevation, peaking of the T wave, a delay in the peak of the R wave with a possible increase in magnitude, and a decrease in magnitude or disappearance of the S wave. In some cases "giant" R waves have been observed. With the exception of the giant R waves, all of these features are present in the precordial leads of the 12-lead ECG calculated for the first stage of the simulated anterior infarction (Fig. 4A). In the simulation the S-T segment, elevations at this stage of the injury were primarily the reflections of baseline depressions caused by the altered resting potentials, and the peaked T waves arose from the shortened action potential durations. The QRS complex changes resulted from delayed activation in the injured region. Because of the large degrees of source cancellation during ventricular activation, relatively small delays in the activation of a particular region of the myocardium can have dramatic effects on the ECG. The delayed activation in the anterior injury resulted in a merging of the R and S waves in the precordial leads (Fig. 4A) and a subsequent disappearance of the S waves in leads V3-V6. A similar activation delay in the inferior injury resulted in a separation of the R and S waves in the precordial leads (Fig. 6A) with corresponding increases in magnitude. The same mechanism can be proposed as the source of the giant R waves. If the activation delay in an injured region is such that the positive source components persist while the negative components in the opposite wall are decaying, large R waves could result.

Inversions of the T waves in leads previously showing S-T segment elevations are characteristic signs of myocardial infarction. These inverted T waves are often deep and wide. Although the mechanisms responsible for such T wave changes have not been positively identified, cells with prolonged action potential durations have been observed in the infarcted regions of experimental animals following the development of inverted T waves in the surface ECG. Action potentials with durations 40–80 msec longer than normal were used in the simulations.
FIGURE 10  Calculated isopotential surface maps at the beginning of the S-T segment for four simulated ischemias. The approximate location of each injury is shown on the five cross-sections of the heart model below the respective map.

(Fig. 4, B and C, and Fig. 6C) to produce T wave inversion. Note that extensive tissue necrosis alone, without cells with prolonged action potential durations, was not sufficient to produce major T wave changes (Figs. 4D and 6D).

The appearance of prominent Q waves in the ECG following myocardial infarction is commonly associated clinically with the development of tissue necrosis in the injured region. This association is supported by the simulation results. In both the simulated anterior and inferior infarctions, Q waves developed in the appropriate leads when significant tissue necrosis in the injured region was assumed. Notice, however, the Q waves in leads III and aVF in the first stage of the simulated inferior infarction (Fig. 6A). These Q waves arose as a direct result of the simulated delayed activation in the injured region, indicating that the first appearance of Q waves in the surface ECG following myocardial infarction may not necessarily signal the development of inactive or necrotic tissue in the injury. It is interesting to note that in an early paper describing the abnormal Q wave in chronic myocardial infarction, Fenichel attributed the Q waves to delayed activation rather than loss of active tissue in the infarcted region.

S-T segment depression during and immediately following exercise testing has been shown to be a significant indicator of myocardial ischemia resulting from coronary insufficiency. Often S-T segment depression will develop during the exercise period, followed, upon relaxation, by a decrease in depression with T wave inversion in the same leads and, finally, a return of the ECG to normal. Experimental studies have indicated that the first changes in cellular action potentials during ischemia are decreases in the transmembrane resting potentials, followed by decreases in action potential durations. There is also evidence that, upon reperfusion, the decreased resting potentials may return toward normal before the decreased action potential durations. In the simulated anterior subendocardial ischemia (Fig. 7), S-T segment depression developed as the result of decreased resting potentials in the injured region, and T wave inversion developed as the result of shortened action potential durations. This suggests a mechanism for the appearance of the S-T segment depression and then T wave inversion following exercise testing. As ischemia develops as a result of the exercise, the resting potentials of cells in the ischemic region begin to decrease, resulting in horizontal S-T segment depressions in leads over the injured region. The action potential durations of the same cells then start to decrease with corresponding T wave inversions.
The S-T segment depressions merging into the inverted T waves result in patterns known as “down-sloping” S-T segment depression. Upon reperfusion of the ischemic region, the decreased resting potentials, and the corresponding S-T segment depressions, return toward normal, leaving distinct inverted T waves. The action potential durations then return toward normal and the T waves return to their original polarity.

In a combined theoretical and experimental study, Holland demonstrated that S-T segment deviations were dependent on the locations of the measuring electrodes with respect to the boundaries separating the normal and ischemic regions of the myocardium, rather than on the volume of the ischemic region. In a realistic injury there are spatial variations in the severity of ischemia, and the boundaries of interest are distributed throughout the injured region. Similar relationships exist between these distributed boundaries and the observed S-T segment deviations, as is evident in the simulations shown in Figure 8. Both simulated injuries were in approximately the same location, had nearly the same volume, and were assigned the same abnormal action potentials. The shapes of the boundaries defining the two injuries were different, however, and as a result the S-T segment shifts from one were twice the magnitude of the S-T segment shifts from the other. This indicates the kind of problem that can be encountered when trying to use S-T segment deviations as a quantitative measure of the extent of myocardial injuries. Changes in the precise shapes of the boundaries of an injury can cause large changes in the surface ECG without significantly affecting the volume of the injured tissue.

Body surface mapping techniques have been proposed as more sensitive indicators of certain cardiac abnormalities than the standard 12-lead ECG. Studies of isopotential maps following anterior myocardial infarction have noted the appearance of an abnormal potential minimum over the infarcted region early in ventricular activation. Subjects with chronic inferior myocardial infarction have been described as having a displacement of the normal potential minimum early in activation, from the region of the right shoulder to the lower right portion of the torso. Similar features can be seen in the simulated maps shown in Figure 9. S-T segment mapping procedures have been tested as a means of quantitating changes in the amount of ischemic injury following an occlusion of a coronary artery. The simulated isopotential surface maps (Fig. 10) demonstrate the dependence of the potential distribution early in the S-T segment on the location of the injury. Although the S-T segment-mapping techniques tested have had only limited success, information about the location of the injury is clearly contained in the simulated maps. More sophisticated processing of the surface potential data may lead to more accurate quantitative information concerning the location and extent of the myocardial injury. Since the model can be used to simulate potentials anywhere on the torso surface, it should be useful in investigating the information contained in body surface maps.
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